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President

President, continued…

Jeanne Christensen

I hope you are enjoying your summer and this newsletter
finds you doing well. Summer is the time for all of us to relax
and re-energize. I hope you have had the opportunity to
enjoy some well-deserved down time.
Summer is the time I try to get organized. I like to do a lot of
planning and self-reflection. I have time to think about the
previous school year and list things I would change for this
upcoming one. I think about my teaching style, the way in
which I approach lessons and concepts, and what I want to
teach this year to my students. I’ve said this before, but I
make a lot of lists. Lists help me stay calm and help me stay
organized. I have a list of music selections I am considering
for concert season and other concerts in the school year. I
have a list of field show ideas, parade marches I still want to
play, concepts I want to teach my student leaders, and
another one if I win the lotto. Things haven’t been crossed
off the lists yet because it takes time to make decisions. I
have to simmer with my own ideas before I implement them.
My ideas, that turn into actions, matter to those who are
around me. If you are feeling unsettled about the upcoming
school year, try to make a list of what makes you a good
teacher, list music or composers you like and want to
explore, and make a few goals for yourself. If you are
comfortable, reach out and share your lists with someone
else. We all have a lot in common with one another, so
reinforcing your thoughts and ideas with someone else
makes a difference.

school these past 31 years and am looking forward to year
32. I am grateful for the opportunity to teach teenagers
about the joy of music, about how to work together, and
how to create with one another. I am grateful for friends who
are colleagues. I am grateful for being a part of SCSBOA
and being able to lead our Association with the support of a
wonderful set of Board members. As I round the corner on
the start of my 4th year as President, I am still energized and
positive about the direction we are headed. I know we are
going to have a great year!

We have a past and we have a great future ahead, but

small, but these small ideas led to great things for all of us

first a celebration year is in order. We all deserve that! It’s

in Southern California. I encourage you to continue to be a

our 85th year. I encourage you to be a part of professional

part of the change and to be involved. SCSBOA has been

development opportunities including our Annual

working together since 1937. We are just getting started!

A special thank you to our dedicated outgoing Board
members Susie Marin, Andy Magana, and Yeon Choi. You
have made a difference in all you’ve done while on the
Board. Thank you for your service to our Association! I
would like to welcome our new Board members Brian
Belski, Darnella Davidson, Bincins Garcia, Tom Philips, and
Susan Willmering. I look forward to working with each of
them while continuing to work with our returning Board
members. Amy Mack, thank you for all you do to support
each of us.

come to agreements, share their teaching concepts, music

Professional Development Conference in January. It will
be a wonderful event with great sessions, honor groups,

I hope you continue to enjoy your summer. To those of you

and a look at our history. Back in 1937 a small group of

who are beginning your new school year, I wish you well!

music teachers got together and talked shop. Today, we

Remember to take one day at a time and make a list or

would call it a “hang” or hangout. I think about what it was

two.

like for this group forming our Association. They had to
selections they liked, etc. Those moments haven’t
changed for us. We like to share and exchange ideas to
grow individually and professionally. SCSBOA started

The SCSBOA Board of Directors is a team of wonderful
educators and I am so proud to be a part of this group of
talented educators. Everyone who serves on the Board is a
volunteer with the focus of supporting music educators in
Southern CA with professional growth and providing
performance opportunities for their students.

On one of my lists is my reminder of what I am grateful for
in this profession. I am grateful for being able to teach high
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1st Vice President
Duane Otani

We are excited to announce the return of our annual SCSBOA
Professional Development Conference in 2023! The
conference will run from January 20, 2023 to January 22,
2023 at the Hyatt Regency Orange County. You will have the
opportunity to register for the conference when you renew
your membership beginning July 1 or any time throughout the
fall.

We look forward to sharing more information about the 2023
conference over the next few months. Please feel free to
contact me at 1stvp@scsaboa.org if you have any questions
about the conference. See you in January 2023!

New to the conference in 2023, we will be moving the
membership banquet to the evening. As always, the
membership banquet is included as part of your conference
registration fee. In addition, we also plan to offer other meals
throughout the conference. We have secured a nightly room
rate of $179 and hope that you will consider joining us for the
weekend to enjoy the conference sessions and honor
ensemble performances.
We are aware that the preference of our membership is to
have a consolidated weekend where the conference and
honor ensembles occur simultaneously. One of the benefits of
returning to our pre-pandemic conference format is having all
honor groups rehearsing and performing under one roof on
the same weekend. We are optimistic that we will be able to
make that happen in 2023.

The SCSBOA Board of Directors is composed of volunteer
music educators just like you. It is our goal to make sure that
the conference supports and reflects the needs of our
members in their classrooms Please feel free to email me if
you ever have any session topics that you would like to see
presented at the conference.

7/18/2022
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Elementary Education
Ray Llewellyn

Paul Bluto

Hello fellow music educators. I hope you are all enjoying you

This year, at our annual conference in January 2023, the

time off this summer especially after a year that, hopefully

elementary honor groups are currently scheduled to perform

brought us all back to in-person learning indoors with our

on Saturday afternoon and evening in the Grand Ball Room at

students.

the Hyatt where the other levels of honor groups will be
performing as well throughout the weekend. We hope you are

I don’t know about you but I always use my summer break to

all able to attend the conference and these wonderful

relax, recharge and revisit how I am teaching my elementary

performances. We would also like to invite elementary music

music classes and focus on what I could do to continue to

teachers to come out and see our guest conductors work with

improve in my teaching. I am always looking for new ideas

our honor musicians the weekend before the conference,

and resources to implement in my class room. I am sure you

January 14 & 15, 2023. The rehearsals will be held at Cal

are as well. If you have any ideas or resources to share, the

State Fullerton School of Music. Stay tuned for more

SCSBOA would love to hear about them and compile them on

information on how to attend these rehearsals.

the SCSBOA website as elementary music ideas and
resources to share with others. You can email anything you

I am also working on setting up engaging session

care to share to me at elementary@scsboa.org.

presentations suited for the elementary level teacher at the
conference. If you are someone who has an idea for a session

As we look ahead to next the new school year, which for many

at the conference that you would like to see or even present

of us will start in a few short weeks, please be reminded to

yourself, please do email me and let me know.

consider having your top students audition for our elementary
honor groups. All of the audition materials are up on the

Of course, all of these wonderful things are all benefits to

SCSBOA website now so you can have them start to prepare

being a member of the SCSBOA. I hope you will be able to

those audio audition submissions which will be due in early

renew your membership, join us at the conference and

December. This year we are using a new system that each

contribute to our wonderful community of music educators

music teacher will need to register on to have your students

here is Southern California!

register and upload their audition submissions. It will be easy
for members to do and we will provide directions on the
website to help you get set up so your student will be able to
audition. More information to come!

7/18/2022

Music Lists

I hope this newsletter finds you still enjoying a well-deserved
summer break!

In the meantime, I wish you a relaxing conclusion to your
summer and successful return to your fall classrooms!

By many recounts, the 2021-22 school year was the most
challenging teaching year ever for Southern California music
educators. Coming out of a year-and-a-half of no face-to-face
contact with students, it was difficult and stressful work trying
help students re-create the collaborative teamwork it takes to
make a successful ensemble classroom. Having retired at the
end of the 2020-21 school year, I was continually in awe of
what I saw music educators achieving during both the fall
marching and spring festival seasons. Your work was so
inspiring to me, and even more important for students you
serve as you endeavored to bring back a sense of normalcy
to their musical lives.
It is my hope that the accommodations that our Association
made this past year were helpful in bringing you and your
students back into the arena of marching and concert
performances, while also providing you with feedback that
was valuable in continuing to bring your programs back to
life. The journey back to normalcy will not be achieved
quickly, and your continued patience and nurturing will be
required along the way.
Looking forward in this journey towards normalcy, in the
realm of SCSBOA festivals we will continue to help ease your
programs back into this arena. We will keep some of the
accommodations we made this past year, but also bring back
some of our standards that were put on hiatus last year. For
my office, this means a return to the use of our SCSBOA
music lists as a vehicle for selecting literature for our festivals,
and the return of sight reading as a post-performance festival
option. Details are still being developed for this year’s festival
adjudication process, but they will be made available to you
as soon as they are Board approved.

Add A Footer
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Field Adjudication

Field Adjudication continued…

Brian Belski

Happy July, everyone! I am excited and honored to serve

important that the FASC is made up of representatives

Updates for the 2022 season:

as your new VP of Field Adjudication and am looking

from all competitive divisions, multiple levels of

• Only one score per day can be used toward the

forward to supporting all of you as we take some big

experience, and, as much as possible, from all regions

Championships Qualification Score Grid. If a group earns

steps forward together as an Association this Fall! It’s

across SCSBOA. I am a firm believer in the idea that “the

more than one score on a given day, only the highest

hard to believe it’s been 14 years since I was last on the

answers are in the room” and my goal will be to lead and

score will count toward the grid. As with last season the

Thank you for putting your trust in me as VP of Field. I know

SCSBOA Board. So many things have changed since

support the members of the FASC as we position the

grid will be posted in the members only section of the

how much time and resources go into your field bands and it

then but one thing that has remained a constant is the

SCSBOA as a trendsetter in modern field adjudication.

SCSBOA website.

is critical to me that I support you and your students as best I

awkwardness you feel when beginning writing a
newsletter article to your colleagues.

minute maximum show timing requirement. This is to
assist schools that are still recovering from COVID.

can. Please don’t hesitate to reach out with questions, ideas,
Our next event is a Field Adjudication Workshop to be

held on August 20, 2022 at Long Beach City College. We

.

• SCSBOA will continue with a 5 minute minimum and an 11

• Divisions have been adjusted for this season:
•
1A: 1-35
•
2A: 36-50
•
3A: 51-65
•
4A: 66-80
•
5A: 81-120
•
6A: 121-Up

I attended the Field Symposium on June 4 at Etiwanda

anticipate going from 9am to 1pm that day and will be

HS and was impressed with the experience. The different

showing field adjudicators the process for utilizing

perspectives presented in the opening session provided a

Competition Suite to record and keep track of scores and

great start to the day and the simulated visual rehearsal

how to use it as a tool to improve numbers management.

and post lunchtime discussion rounded out a wonderful

While the focus that day will be on adjudicators, all band

• All directors must register for Competition Suite; once you

day with colleagues. Thank you to former VP of Field,

directors are welcome to attend who are looking to gain

have created your Competition Suite account you can

Susie Marin, for putting the event together and for doing

insight into the adjudication process. This could be

register for shows. Use this link for instructions:

an outstanding job moderating the very honest and

particularly valuable for those of you who may be

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1eLNY0ldTmpbbSh-

illuminating discussion in the afternoon.

interested in helping us broaden our judging pool by

YgjVot60VM6Oa2cfyvQkl6xmXeBw/edit?usp=sharing

etc. Email is great (field@scsboa.org) or in-person at our Fall

field events is fine with me too. See you all soon down on the
track.

becoming an adjudicator. More information coming soon!
I have met with Amy Mack, and asked her to remain both

• Entry Fee for each show is $325 payable to SCSBOA,

in the position of Chief Judge and as a member of the

through Competition Suite. You may pay online, via credit

Field Adjudication Steering Committee (FASC). We

card, or you can choose to invoice your school program.

discussed the fact that all of the judging assignments are

Site hosts may charge a separate fee to each entrant to

already done for Fall 2022, which is awesome. I feel like I

help with event startup costs (purchasing food, etc.),

will have the greatest impact on the fall seasons of 2023

awards, and potential site use fees. Any separate site fees

and 2024. I have begun the process of building the rest of

will be collected directly by the site hosts. Registration is

the FASC membership and will have a list of members for

open and as you register you can view all who have

the board to confirm at our next meeting. I believe it is

registered for that show.

7/18/2022
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Festivals, continued…

Festivals
Tom Philips

3. Work to solve the pyramid of sound so your performance

challenges, but when you hear a tutti woodwind part with

has a balanced sound. Bands need tubas, bass clarinets,

oboes, baritone saxes, bass clarinets balancing to your 14

baritone saxophones, bassoons, oboes and horns.

flutes, it will be worth it. I always have kids willing to try

Orchestras need violas (or take turns playing 3rd violin parts

another instrument, so you just need to ask them! They will

Plan to have a pre-festival concert a week or two before.

if available) and basses. Start some kids after school or at

step up! Again, instrumentation really is OUR responsibility.

part of the SCSBOA team! Festivals have been part of my life

This helps immensely! Try to find another colleague to be

lunch when school begins and then insert them into your

Make some changes in September, so your March is musical

for over 46 years both as a performer and director. I loved

a practice judge making digital comments and clinic your

group as soon as you can. If you don’t have those

and sounds beautiful!

going to festival at Don Wash Auditorium at Garden Grove HS

kids on stage after the performance. I usually charge a

instruments, make a call to your colleagues to borrow one

as a middle school and high school student, looking and

nominal $5.00 entrance fee for this concert to pay for a

and if that doesn’t work, ask your principal to possibly

Thank you for your confidence in me to help you with your

watching the great bands knowing I was going to bring my

judge and have our middle school perform too. If charging

purchase what you need. It took a few years, but once I got

festival experience. Feel free to call or text me anytime 562-

own band and orchestra to festival one day. All along my

a fee cannot happen, then ask colleagues in your own

these instruments inserted into the ensemble, the quality of

212-BAND (2263) or email me: festivals@scsboa.org

educational journey and then as a director, SCSBOA Festivals

district to reciprocate so you clinic each other. The pre-

sound improved and so did intonation as we began to listen

have singlehandedly helped me become a better musician

festival concert is critical to me. We find out what needs to

to bass instruments and balance to them for a warm, dark

and teacher. My goal is that you and your students feel the

be fixed as things will misfire when we are under pressure

sound. Instrumentation is our responsibility. Yes, you will

same excitement I did as festivals approach with the

on that night. My festival usually happens in my gym, so I

have to make time for them on your own and there may be

anticipation of doing a great job as a group while reaching

try to have the concert in there so the kids get the feel of

personal bests! Our team is working on adjusting the format

the performance venue. If you do a pre-festival concert,

for festivals this fall ie: the return of sight reading and music

you and your kids will be much more relaxed when you do

selection requirement and number of pieces to be performed.

the real one.

Happy Summer to all of you! I am Tom Philips, excited to be

.

2.

Please stay tuned! Otherwise, some thoughts during the
summer:
What can I do now to get a head start towards a
successful festival experience:
1. Look at your spring schedule and start looking at dates
you would like to go to a festival. Be mindful of the days
off as you lead up to festival and how much prep time is
needed.

7/18/2022
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High School Education

String Education

Amy Villanova

Jim Wang

Happy New Year!!

TLDR from the Desk of Orchestra Education: Excerpts

played chamber moment, the comedic timing of a very

from my DMA Comprehensive Exams

I hope that you have had the opportunity to fill YOUR cup

wrong note, because it is more likely that those will be the

with the sustenance you need to carry you through this

memories that live on. Of course it is memorable to be

next year during your summer months (weeks?) Please

excellent, to work toward high level goals, but it is also

remember to add days on your calendar for just YOU and

memorable to feel part of a great musical family.

your loved ones, because the calendars will get filled one

Wishing you all a wonderful start to the new year!!

way or another, and YOU are a very important part of

High School Honor Group information:

your ensemble’s growth and success. Congratulations to
those who attended classes. workshops and seminars
this summer, the best thing about our profession is that

we don’t have to protect trade secrets, share away with
those around you! We are excited to be returning to our
SCSBOA conference this January, and look forward to
sharing with all of you!
.

crescendo, the electricity between players in a well

I had a moment the other day playing in a summer
community band, I didn’t have too much time to ruminate
over it as I was frantically trying to remember how to play
my flute, but in a moment of calm, I was thinking back to
how many different ensembles I had either played this
piece, or conducted it, and with the list of wonderful
people I got to share that experience with. It was a great
reminder about the lifelong opportunities we celebrate
and are providing to our students, and the connections
outside of art that we foster. So, next time we get

frustrated with a section struggling, or the kids that
missed that subito piano AGAIN, take a breath and
consider all the takeaways….the feeling of an ensemble

7/18/2022

Remixing the music classroom
1. The teacher’s role is not that of one who deposits

Recruitment and Retention Considerations for Traditional

knowledge into students but instead serves as a facilitator,

Large Ensemble Music Classes Following the COVID-19

ever-so-gently guiding students as they construct

Pandemic

knowledge from their perspective, making personallysignificant meanings of the world around them—the goal:

Collaboration with elementary colleagues

giving students agency to take ownership of their learning.

Who: Conductors Angela Woo- Symphony Orchestra, Dr.

1. Music districts should focus much of their attention,

2. Music students cannot simply work individually to

Dustin Barr- Wind Ensemble, and Dr. Gregory Whitmore-

resources, and funding on training and sending their best

acquire knowledge and information but rather, as a shared

Symphonic Band

music teachers to teach at the elementary level if they hope

community that is as much social as it is all-inclusive, where

When: Jan 19-22, 2023. Online Auditions will be due on

to rebuild their music programs.

everyone involved is a community member with a shared

Dec. 1, 2022

goal, learning together, musicking together side-by-side.

Where: the SCSBOA Conference! Hyatt Regency

2. Elementary colleagues should strive to collaborate and

Orange County- we’re BACK!!

curate a combined ensemble experience across grade

3. Until we deconstruct the notion of merit and ability and

Things to know now: the new set of

levels and schools to help retain the students that remain in

work toward a multicentric view of music teaching and

strings/winds/percussion requirements have been posted

music. Lead teachers and district music coordinators must

learning while actively providing additional resources and

on the SCSBOA website. Please note that the clarinet

prioritize communication with the administration at each

opportunities to historically disadvantaged music students,

solo has been shortened, and the trumpet solo has been

elementary site to ensure that their teachers have access to

we are simply perpetuating a Euro-centric, Western art

changed, so don’t just go off an old list! All the

space, dedicated pull-out time, and classroom teacher

agenda instead of an equity agenda.

winds/string/percussion parts and instructions will align

support in music.

with the All State requirements as usual, and this year the
deadlines will be the same as well. Please note that while
the systems look very similar, they do not cross over, so
you will have to submit your All Southern and All State
information separately. Our rehearsals and concerts will

take place at the SCSBOA Conference in January, and
we welcome teachers to come watch these wonderful

4. Music teachers should strive to emphasize multimodal
3. Secondary teachers should be intentional about being

literacy, where students make sense of their musical worlds

present and build into their schedules and calendars

by engaging in different forms of meaning-making: textual,

dedicated time to visit, clinic, perform with, and even

sonic, visual, gestural, and spatial dimensions.

perform at their feeder sites to extend the recruitment of
younger musicians.

For the full paper, research, and list of citations, you’ll have
to wait until I graduate.

conductors shape their ensembles.
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Membership

Awards

Darnella Davidson

Bincins Garcia

Hello and welcome to the start of the 2021-22 school

• Networking and socializing events with

year!

congenial colleagues.
• And more!

I’m Darnella Davidson, and it’s my pleasure to
commence the season as the VP of Membership.

Let’s be real; our college experience was a starting point

Hope your summer was fabulous, restful, and you’re

but so much more of our journey in music education is

ready to rock and roll with an energy to enlighten and

learned on the job. There is no need to reinvent the

inspire our youth.

wheel when we have so many talented educators waiting
and able to lend a hand to help our colleagues grow,

If you haven’t already, please make sure to renew your

survive, and thrive in this post Covid world.

membership. And if you are new or heaven forbid, on the
fence about joining, let me assure you that membership

Start the season on an upbeat with a SCSBOA

in the largest professional association of music

membership. Go to scsboa.org and sign up today!

Greeting fellow SCSBOA members!

peers as athletes do, to have our top musicians be recognized
as student-artists, and to celebrate the achievement of the

I'm thankful and excited to be on the Board and look forward to

SCSBOA in a more public forum?

serving the membership in any way I can as your VP of

SCSBOA awards can be a simple way for our Band and

Awards.

Orchestra students to achieve and promote the mastery of

One of my goals during my term is to help continue to
recognize students for their wonderful achievements. With

music in Southern California!
Hope your year starts with right notes!

your help, we can have our students view the SCSBOA like
their musical CIF!
Wouldn't it be great to see musical students celebrate their

educators in Southern California comes with benefits:
• An exciting in-person conference in January.

Finally, I offer a shout out and thank you to Andy Magana

• Members only assess to helpful teaching and

for his contributions as VP of Membership these past 2

professional development resources

years.

• Mentoring connections from successful,
experienced teachers.
•Valuable performance and evaluation
opportunities for marching band, concert
ensembles, and jazz ensemble.
• Outstanding honor ensembles for band,
orchestra and jazz.

7/18/2022
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Public Information

Parade Adjudication
Joe Dudek

Brian Hamilton

2022-2023 Parade Schedule

Last year I was working on a presentation for the 2022

to the “almost completed” presentation I was going to give. If

SCSBOA Conference that featured some of the technology

you have any questions about the tech mentioned, please

that I use in my music program. That conference didn’t

feel free to contact me and I would be happy to give you

happen due to omicron, but I want to still give you the

more insight into how I use it. Have a wonderful summer!

information. I have always been fascinated by “new tech” and

https://tinyurl.com/mwrw3rr7

the incredible speed at which advances are being made. If

10/1 - Tustin Tiller Parade
10/8 - Placentia Heritage Parade

12/10 - Pomona Christmas Parade

10/15 – Norwalk Arturo Sanchez
Halloween Parade

12/10 – Camarillo Christmas Parade

10/29 - Loara Band Review
10/29 - Mt Carmel Parade
.

12/3 – Baldwin Park Parade

11/5 - Chino Band Review
11/5 - Mira Mesa Band Review
11/12 – Martin Luther King Band Review

technology can help make my job more efficient, if it helps
with student engagement, if it makes the classroom more
equitable, and if I can afford it, I enjoy using it. Here is a link

12/10 - Perris Valley Parade

3/4/2023 – Laguna Beach Patriot’s Day
Parade
2/25/2023 – Temple City Camellia Days
Parade
3/25/2023 – Swallow’s Day Parade
.

11/19 - Arcadia Band Review

7/18/2022
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President Elect
Cathy Olinger

A heartfelt thank you to the SCSBOA Membership for your

Pandemic.

2022 Drum Corps at the Rose Bowl
Directors Reception sponsored by the
SCSBOA and the WGASC/ADLA
Hosted by Pacific Crest Drum & Bugle
Corps, Stuart Pompel, CEO

vote of confidence in the recent SCSBOA Election. I am
humbled and honored to serve as the next President- Elect

Don’t forget to renew your SCSBOA membership this month

and look forward to working together supporting music

to access the numerous member workshops, clinics,

education for the next four years.

conference(s), festivals, and many musical opportunities
available to you and your students throughout the year.

I am grateful to SCSBOA for providing me guidance, support,
and connections to like-minded educators throughout my

Please do not hesitate to reach out to any of the elected

career at the Elementary, Middle School, and High School

Board members through the SCSBOA email with questions

level. I look forward to working together to build on

and/or suggestions you may have. Your voice is important,

SCSBOA’s 85 years of rich tradition of music education at all

and we want to hear from you.

grade levels reflective of the needs of the regional
communities.

Enjoy a well-deserved summer making some great memories
with friends and family!

A special thank you to Jeanne Christensen, President, for
her resilience, dedication, compassion, and gift of leadership
that did not waiver throughout the unprecedented Covid-19

Just some of the directors who took part! Join us in 2023!

7/18/2022
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